The self-reference effect, or the tendency for people to better remember information when it has been encoded in reference to the self (Rogers, Kuiper, & Kirker, 1977) , has proven to be a robust encoding strategy over the past 30 years. The effect has been found under a variety of conditions including studies in which people are instructed to remember stimuli, like personality traits, nouns, and definitions (for a review see Symons & Johnson, 1997) , in people who suffer from mild depression as well as in healthy individuals (Derry & Kuiper, 1981) , and across age groups, including children as young as 5 (Sui & Zhu, 2005) and older adults (Glisky & Marquine, 2009; Gutchess, Kensinger, & Schacter, 2010; Gutchess, Kensinger, Yoon, & Schacter, 2007; Mueller, Wonderlich, & Dugan, 1986) . Although a few studies have failed to produce the self-reference effect (e.g., Bellezza & Hoyt, 1992; Keenan & Baillet, 1980; Klein & Kihlstrom, 1986; Lord, 1980) , the effect occurs across the majority of self-referencing studies (Symons & Johnson, 1997) .
Despite the number of findings showing that self-referencing can improve memory, little attention has been paid to understanding the mechanisms through which self-referencing influences memory. A number of processes contribute to memory including familiarity, in which people may only have a general sense of having encountered information before, as well as recollection, in which people can re-experience aspects of the original episode with access to many details, such as what they saw or thought (Yonelinas, 2002) . Research thus far on self-referencing has largely investigated the effects of self-referencing on item, or general, memory, in which only a sense of familiarity would be necessary to recognise whether something is new or old (e.g., was the word ''outgoing'' studied previously?). However, self-referencing may also enhance recollective processes, which would be necessary to remember specific details. Finding that self-referencing enhances both general and specific memory, as found previously for negative emotional stimuli (Kensinger, Garoff-Eaton, & Schacter, 2006 , would suggest that the strategy is useful to improve the accuracy and richness of memory, particularly because memory for general, but not specific, information leaves people vulnerable to memory errors of forgetting and false recognition (Garoff, Slotnick, & Schacter, 2005) . Selfreferencing could be another way to enhance memory for details and reduce errors from overly general or inaccurate memory.
Thus far, research on self-referencing has been restricted in its ability to explore the specificity of memory due to the type of stimuli and tasks employed. A meta-analysis of self-reference effect research reports that approximately 80% of all studies used personality trait words (Symons & Johnson, 1997) , stimuli that offer limited types of details to be encoded. The tasks performed in most self-referencing studies require participants to do a highly practised and familiar task: relating trait words to themselves or others, or considering semantic information about the words. The memory benefit of self-referencing may therefore result from the well-practised nature of the task and thus may not extend to nonverbal tasks. When participants are asked to read words and reference the self, there may be only a few distinct perceptual details available, such as the word's font or colour. Experience of reading and speaking trains us to focus on the conceptual meaning of words; therefore the meaning of verbal stimuli will likely be considered more important and will be better remembered than the visual details. In contrast, objects like tools, clothing, electronics, and food products contain rich specific details that must be remembered or at least recognised in daily life in order to distinguish one exemplar from another. These properties of objects also allow one to assess whether specific details have been encoded into memory that can distinguish one exemplar from another, a judgement that would not be possible if the item were encoded too generally, at the item level.
There is evidence that objects can be tightly integrated with the concept of the self. Belk (1988, 1991) found that the self-concept may lie outside the body and mind in how we process and represent physical objects, like our possessions, in relation to ourselves. This extension of the self to self-relevant objects is apparent in the emphasis we place on ownership, which first emerges in young toddlers (Ross, 1996) . Not only do people tend to consider owned items as extensions of the self (Belk, 1988 (Belk, , 1991 , but they also evaluate objects randomly assigned to them in a more positive light (Beggan, 1992; Belk, 1988 Belk, , 1991 and as more valuable than the same objects assigned to others, a phenomenon referred to as the endowment effect (Kahneman, Knetsch, & Thaler, 1991) . In a recent study Cunningham, Turk, Macdonald, and Macrae (2008) found a significant memory advantage for assigned owned objects. Participants were presented with pictures of supermarket items ''belonging'' to themselves or to the confederate beside them. After encoding these pictures they were asked to put their items into their own shopping basket. Participants later conducted a recognition task in which they determined whether the presented objects belonged to them or to the confederate. The superior memory for items belonging to oneself over others suggests that the self-reference effect appears not only with words but also with physical objects, and that the memory advantage extends to the cognitive processes underlying ownership. Participants' interactions with the objects by moving them had no significant impact on memory. The memory advantage therefore resulted from self-referentially encoding the owned objects, which is a very robust finding given the brief presentation and categorical similarity of the objects in this study. Based on this previous study , self-referential encoding appears to enhance at least general memory for both abstract concepts relevant to the self and physical objects owned by the self, although memory for specific details was not directly measured.
The present investigation probes the effects of self-referencing on general memory as well as the level of detail and specific features encoded in these memories. If self-referencing, relative to other social and semantic encoding conditions, enhances both specific and general memory, it suggests that the strategy is a beneficial technique for encoding and retrieving accurate memories that are more detailed and elaborated. If selfreferential encoding does not disproportionately increase the retrieval of accurate details in SELF AND MEMORY SPECIFICITY 1005 memory, relative to other conditions, it suggests that encoding in reference to the self operates only by strengthening the gist, or general thematic information, of memory. In three studies we assess the effects of self-referencing on memory for specific details associated with visual objects as well as source memory for verbal information.
EXPERIMENT 1
Method
Participants. Participants were 32 students aged 18Á25. Two additional participants were removed from analyses because they misunderstood the directions for the recognition task and responded with only two of the three response options. All participants were native English speakers and none reported being colourblind. Informed consent was obtained in a method approved by the Brandeis University Institutional Review Board.
Materials.
A series of 144 pairs of colour photographs of familiar purchasable objects was used in this study. Each pair included two pictures of everyday, non-arousing objects with the same verbal label, for example, two bottles of water, differing in visual detail (e.g., colour, size, orientation, number, shape). All objects were shown against a white background (see Figure 1 ). Purchasable objects were chosen in an attempt to create a realistic situation in which referencing a person might be employed and beneficial to remembering object information.
Encoding procedure. The study took place over the course of 2 days. On the first day participants met with the experimenter and completed the encoding task in addition to some questionnaires. Following a brief practice task with photographs of animals, participants were shown 108 of the object pictures on a computer monitor. Before viewing each object participants saw one of three questions on the screen for 2 seconds: ''Is this an object you would buy sometime in the next year?'', ''Is this an object your mother would buy sometime in the next year?'', or ''Is this an object Bill Clinton would buy sometime in the next year?''. The selection of these targets was intended to contrast the self against a target with whom the participants had high personal Figure 1 . Example stimuli. At encoding, objects are encoded one-third of the time by answering the question ''Is this an object you would buy some time in the next year?'', while participants must answer this question about their mother or Bill Clinton for the remaining two thirds. At recognition, participants indicated whether each item was the same as a studied item (same), similar to an item in encoding (similar), or new.
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SERBUN, SHIH, GUTCHESS and emotional intimacy (mother) and a target with whom participants were familiar but did not know personally (Clinton). Following the question, an object was presented for 500 ms and participants were asked to answer ''yes'' or ''no'' to the question about the specific object as quickly as possible by a key press. To regulate encoding time the next question and object were automatically presented 1000 ms after each object's presentation. Each participant viewed 36 objects in the self-referencing condition, 36 in the mother-referencing condition, and 36 in the Bill Clinton-referencing condition. The order of object presentation was randomised and the condition for each object was determined through a counterbalancing scheme. Objects were divided into four lists of 36 object pairs. The same item within each pair of objects was presented to every participant during the encoding phase, but each participant was only shown three out of the four object lists during encoding. Objects from the fourth list, not shown during encoding, were presented as new items during the recognition phase. For each participant the order of the lists presented during the encoding and recognition phases followed one of eight counterbalancing orders, such that items were presented in different conditions an equal number of times across participants.
Recognition procedure. Participants met with the experimenter 2 days (approximately 48 hours) after the first session. Participants first performed a practice task in which they determined whether each item was the same, similar, or new to objects studied in the practice task on Day 1. During the surprise recognition task participants were shown 54 of the same objects shown in encoding (18 from each encoding condition), 54 objects similar to items previously seen in encoding (the matched pair of the item that was not shown to the participant in the initial encoding presentation), and 36 new objects (see Figure 1 for examples). Participants saw each object for 1000 ms but the response interval was self-paced during which they pressed a key to indicate whether each object was the same, similar, or new. Participants were instructed to respond whether the object was (1) exactly the same as an object seen in the last task; (2) similar to an object previously seen, but slightly different, for example, the object could be given the same name but the details of the object (size, shape, number, etc.) differ from the original item; or (3) a completely new object.
The procedure was adopted from Kensinger et al. (2006 Kensinger et al. ( , 2007 . Encoding and recognition tasks were presented with E-Prime software (Psychology Software Tools, Pittsburgh, PA). Following completion on the second day, participants were debriefed with the purpose of the study, informed of the hypotheses, thanked, and presented with the promised incentive for their participation.
Results and discussion Table 1 shows the proportion of objects given a same, similar, or new response, reported as a function of correct response (same, similar, or new) and condition (self, mother, Bill Clinton, new). We calculated six memory scores for each participant to assess specific and general memory for each of the three conditions (self, mother, and Bill Clinton). Specific recognition scores were calculated based on the equation used in much of the emotion and memory research (Garoff et al., 2005; Kensinger et al., 2007; Payne, Stickgold, Swanberg, & Kensinger, 2008) . The specific memory score, the proportion of correct ''same'' responses given to the same objects, reflects accurate memory for those exact objects studied in encoding and presented again during recognition. To examine general memory we used the equation from Payne et al. (2008) , which accounts for the fact that ''similar'' and ''same'' responses are mutually exclusive. ''Similar'' responses were given when participants could not remember specific details of a studied object and therefore this response type was constrained by the number of ''same'' responses. The general memory score was the proportion of ''similar'' responses given to same objects, after excluding the number of ''same'' responses, or specific memory. Our equation was the proportion of ''similar'' responses to same objects/(1 Á proportion of ''same'' responses to same objects). As our primary concern in this study was the effect of self-and other-referencing on memory for studied (same) objects, responses to similar and new objects were of less importance and therefore not factored into the specific and general memory scores. Although a ''similar'' response to a similar object is a correct response, we cannot directly interpret whether this response classifies as specific or general recognition; for instance, this response could signal that a participant remembered specific details of the exact object studied during encoding and correctly identified this similar exemplar as ''similar'', or this response could result from a feeling of familiarity with this object but no real memory of its details. Therefore responses to similar objects were not factored into the memory scores.
A 2)3 within-participants analysis of variance (ANOVA) was conducted to compare response accuracy by memory type (specific, general) and condition (self, mother, Bill Clinton). Results are displayed in Figure 2 . The ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of memory type, F(1, 31) 04.21, pB.05, partial h 2 0.12. Collapsing across conditions, general memory performance (M 0.67) was significantly better than specific memory (M 0.60). The main effect of condition also reached significance, F(2, 62) 04.17, p B.05, partial h 2 0.12. Overall, collapsing across general and specific memory, mother-referent objects (M 0.66) and self-referent objects (M 0.65) had higher levels of recognition than objects encoded with reference to Bill Clinton (M 0.58). We conducted a series of contrasts between the levels of condition in order to clarify the nature of the condition main effect. A main effect contrast collapsing across memory type revealed that Clinton-referent objects were less likely to be remembered than objects encoded with either the self, F(1, 31) 06.16, p B.05, partial h 2 0.17, or the mother, F(1, 31) 07.44, p B.01, partial h 2 0.19. No significant differences were found in memory for self-referent and mother-referent objects, F(1, 31) 0.04, p 0.84, partial h 2 B.01. The two-way interaction between memory type and condition did not reach significance, F(2, 62) 0.12, p !.85, partial h 2 B.01. The examination of specific, as well as general, recognition allows us to determine that self-, and here intimate other-referencing, improves the encoding of details in memory, rather than simply enhancing a general sense of familiarity for information. Our results suggest that selfreferencing and referencing an intimate other person, like one's mother, benefit not only memory for the ''gist'' of objects but also help to accurately encode some complex visual details of those objects. Across all three conditions, specific recognition scores were lower than the corresponding general memory scores but still relatively strong (above 50%), which suggests that specific details of the objects, like colour, shape, and other perceptual features, were successfully encoded through these referencing techniques and later retrieved in the memory task. General memory scores reflect participants' ability to remember the general idea of a previously seen object, for example, remembering the type of object. The lower specific and general memory scores for objects encoded in the Bill Clinton condition indicate that this encoding condition was less effective than the self or mother conditions because the details of objects in this condition were not remembered as clearly, which is consistent with the literature for self versus familiar but not intimate others (reviewed by Symons & Johnson, 1997) . Encoding non-intimate others seems to produce less accurate and vivid memories than self-and intimate otherencoding. While it is somewhat surprising that self-and mother-referencing resulted in similar effects on memory, there is some precedent in the literature for this finding. We will return to this point in the general discussion. Recognition accuracy for specific and general memory for visual objects. Overall, general memory scores were significantly higher than specific memory scores. Self-referent and mother-referent objects were remembered significantly better than Bill Clinton-referent objects.
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Given the disproportionate emphasis on verbal tasks in the self-referencing literature to date, our exploration of the benefits of self-referencing on memories for visually detailed objects in Experiment 1 is an important extension. Unlike trait adjectives, these objects are unlikely to be part of the pre-existing self-concept or the concept one has about their mother or Bill Clinton. However, although Experiment 1 indicates that self-referencing improves memory for specific visual details, it is unclear how this finding relates to other literature. The majority of self-referencing research focuses on memory for verbal stimuli (reviewed by Symons & Johnson, 1997) , which do not contain as much rich perceptual detail as pictures do. We sought to further investigate memory for specific details in Experiment 2, using an adjective memory paradigm.
EXPERIMENT 2
In addition to the memory for visual details of an object, source information represents another type of detail in memory. Source memory describes memory for the context or conditions in which information was learned (Johnson, Hashtroudi, & Lindsay, 1993) . While there are many types of external sources to be remembered in the world, such as which person (e.g., did I learn this from my mother or my professor?) or written source (e.g., did I read this in a reputable newspaper or a tabloid?) provided information, there are also different internal sources for which the self is the source, such as whether one imagined an event occurring or told information to someone else . Generally memories for external sources are associated with perceptual details, while memories for internal sources contain details about mental operations, such as searching for relevant information, imagining, or making decisions Johnson, Raye, Foley, & Foley, 1981) .
Accurately retrieving source information can indicate that memories have been encoded with more associated detail than memories for which source information is not available. For the typical adjective judgement paradigms used in self-referencing studies, there are few relevant external, perceptual details of sources that could be tested. In fact perceptual judgements, such as deciding whether a word is presented in upper or lower case, typically lead to the poorest old/new recognition memory in these paradigms, compared to other typical conditions in which participants encode words by making judgements about whether an adjective described them or another person, or had a particular semantic (e.g., pleasantness) property (Symons & Johnson, 1997) . These other conditions invoke judgements that rely primarily on internal sources, drawing on the memories, associations, and cognitive processes brought to bear by any given adjective judgement. For example, in order to decide, ''am I clever?'' one might quickly search autobiographical memory for episodes that confirm or disconfirm this idea, draw on a general schema about one's character, or assess the emotions this adjective evokes, in contrast to making a semantic judgement about how common or pleasant a word is, for which one might scan semantic memory in order to determine associations of the presented word. Thus Experiment 2 further assessed the benefits of self-referencing on memory for specific details by examining source memory for verbal information. To accomplish this, participants were tested on their source memory for which task they performed at the time of encoding, with the reasoning being that each of the conditions invoked different sets of mental operations and associations.
Method
Participants. A total of 27 students between the ages of 18 and 30 participated in the study. Informed consent was obtained in a method approved by the Brandeis University Institutional Review Board.
Materials and procedures. Participants incidentally encoded a series of adjectives by judging whether the word described them (self), was commonly encountered (common), or was presented in uppercase letters (case). These comparison conditions were selected to be consistent with previous research that employed semantic (common) as well as shallow perceptual (case) judgements in order to compare against selfreferencing. Each trial consisted of a single adjective word and a cue word (self, common, or case) indicating the type of judgement to be made. Words were selected from published norms (Anderson, 1968) , as used in prior studies (e.g., . Participants made responses using keys labelled ''yes'' SELF AND MEMORY SPECIFICITY 1009 and ''no'' for 144 words presented for 4 seconds each. Three counterbalanced orders were used such that words were studied in each condition an equal number of times across participants. After a 10-minute retention interval during which participants completed paper and pencil measures, participants received a surprise self-paced source recognition test with a single adjective presented on the screen. For 288 words, participants determined under which condition each word had been encoded, or whether it was new. Participants responded by pressing one of four buttons corresponding to ''self'', ''common'', ''case'', or ''new''.
Results and discussion
Corrected recognition scores were calculated using hit rates minus false alarm rates to correct for guessing. Scores were calculated for both specific memory scores (i.e., correctly recalling the source) and general memory (i.e., old/new recognition). Note that different false alarm rates were used in the two analyses. Specific memory scores used a response-specific false alarm rate (e.g., misusing the label ''self'' for a ''new'' item) whereas general memory scores used an overall false alarm rate (i.e., misapplying the label corresponding to any of the three studied conditions*self, common, or case*to a ''new'' trial). We conducted a 2 )3 ANOVA with memory type (general, specific) and condition (self, common, case) as within-participants variables. Consistent with prior studies of self-referencing (Gutchess, Kensinger, Yoon, et al., 2007; Symons & Johnson, 1997) , a main effect of condition emerged, F(2, 52) 071.55, p B.001, partial h 2 0.73, with self-referencing resulting in numerically higher memory (M 0.46) than judgements of commonality (M 0.34) or case (M 0.16). General memory (M 0.35) was also superior to specific memory (M 0.29), F(1, 26) 040.65, pB.001, partial h 2 0.61. Of primary importance, condition interacted with memory type, F(2, 52) 018.65, pB.001, partial h 2 0.42. Encoding source information of words in reference to the self appears to disproportionately benefit specific memory relative to the other conditions, as seen in Figure 3 . Follow-up 2)2 ANOVAs using only two levels of the condition variable supported this claim, with a significant condition )memory type interaction when comparing the self trials to the common trials, F(1, 53) 027.93, p B.001, partial h 2 0.35, but no significant interaction when comparing the common trials to the case trials, p !.40.
The results of Experiment 2 indicate that selfreferencing enhanced performance across both general and specific measures of memory, relative to semantic and shallow conditions. While this finding is consistent with prior work on general memory and the results of Experiment 1 (relative to the unfamiliar other person condition), selfreferencing disproportionately benefited specific memory for source information. This enhancement indicates that a self-referencing manipulation can be particularly effective for encoding source details of verbal memories.
EXPERIMENT 3
Experiment 2 suggests that self-referencing can disproportionately benefit specific memory, which contrasts the results of Experiment 1. While we believe that this reflects the processes and features of memory that help to distinguish judgements about internal sources from each other (as opposed to highly perceptually detailed pictures of objects, as in Experiment 1), the comparison conditions were also very different across the two studies. It is possible that the relatively larger boost to specific than general memory for selfreferenced information in Experiment 2 reflects the more semantic nature of the commonness and font case judgements, which lack the rich social content imparted by the conditions in which one makes judgements about one's mother or Bill Clinton. Thus we sought to extend the findings on source memory for internal judgements to conditions more comparable to those in Experiment 1. Furthermore, judgements about different target individuals (rather than semantic or perceptual judgements) would require finer distinctions amongst the mental operations evoked during encoding, providing a more stringent test of the extent to which self-referencing improves the encoding of specific source details.
Method
Participants. A total of 24 students between the ages of 18 and 27 participated in the study. Informed consent was obtained in a method approved by the Brandeis University Institutional Review Board.
Materials and procedures. The methods used in Experiment 3 were identical to those used in Experiment 2, with the exception of the judgement conditions being self-, mother-(close other), and Clinton-(familiar but not close other) referent rather than self-referent, common (semantic), and case (perceptual).
Results and discussion
As in Experiment 2, recognition scores were calculated by subtracting false alarm rates from hit rates to account for guessing. Both specific (correctly recalling the source as self-, mother-, or Clinton-referent) and general (recalling if the word is old/new) memory scores were calculated. Different false alarm rates were used in calculating specific and general memory scores, as described in Experiment 2.
A 2)3 ANOVA with memory type (general, specific) and condition (self, mother, Clinton) as within-participant variables revealed a main effect of condition, F(2, 46) 057.29, p B.001, partial h 2 0.71. Self-referencing led to better memory performance (M 0.56) than did mother-referencing (M 0.45) or Clinton-referencing (M 0.36). Also consistent with the results of Experiments 1 and 2 was a main effect of memory type, F(1, 23) 025.32, pB.001, partial h 2 0.52, with general memory performance (M 0.48) significantly better than specific memory performance (M 0.43).
Most importantly, there was a significant interaction between condition and memory type, F(2, 46) 04.62, p B.05, partial h 2 0.17. Upon conducting subsequent 2)2 ANOVAs using two levels of the condition variable at a time (e.g., self vs mother, mother vs Clinton), a significant interaction was revealed in comparing self-referent trials to mother-referent trials, F(1, 23) 09.84, pB.01, partial h 2 0.30, while there was no significant interaction between mother-referent and Clinton-referent trials, p!.29 (see Figure 4) . This finding further supports our claim that self-referencing disproportionately benefits the encoding of specific details in comparison to not only semantic and perceptual encoding conditions, as found in Experiment 2, but to otherreferencing conditions. These results provide evidence of the strength of self-referencing as a memory-enhancing method, especially for specific details such as the internal source of that item. Even though the paradigm employed the same conditions as Experiment 1, the disproportionate impact of self-referencing on specific memory converges with the pattern of results from Experiment 2. This finding suggests that selfreferencing may be particularly potent for encoding details about mental operations, as was the case for these source memory judgements.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Across three experiments we investigated the effect of self-referencing on memory for item details. Although the self-reference effect has proven to be fairly robust in the literature, previous studies have only provided insight into the accuracy of self-referential memories at the general, or item, level. The present studies indicate that self-referential encoding is an effective strategy to use to remember not only the ''gist'' of information, but also specific details such as visual properties for a highly perceptual task (Experiment 1) or the source for a task emphasising mental operations (Experiments 2 and 3). This finding indicates that self-referencing does not operate solely through increasing familiarity or general memory for the item but also enhances memory for specific details of an event, which likely draws on more recollective processes. Such a pattern is consistent with our recent work with older adults indicating that self-referencing can enhance memory for details even for a group that tends to exhibit overly general memory (Hamami, Serbun, & Gutchess, 2011) . Whereas Experiment 1 indicates a similar enhancement for general and item information when information is related to the self or to an intimately known other person, Experiment 2 and 3 find that self-referencing disproportionately increases specific memory relative to other conditions. This indicates that under some conditions, self-referencing can be a particularly effective means of encoding rich, detailed memories. We suggest that this is true for memories that rely heavily on the unique content or associations from mental operations, as is needed to distinguish different internal sources in memory (e.g., what did I think about this word? Who did I relate it to?) , but further work is necessary to characterise the contexts in which self-referencing can disproportionately enhance memory for details and qualities of events. While there have been long-standing debates as to whether self-referencing has ''special'' properties for memory (e.g., Gillihan & Farah, 2005; Greenwald & Banaji, 1989; Rogers et al., 1977; Symons & Johnson, 1997) , an argument further bolstered by neuroimaging data indicating a distinct neural basis for self-referenced memories in contrast to other ''deep'' encoding conditions (e.g., Macrae, Moran, Heatherton, Banfield, & Kelley, 2004) , our data argue that referencing the self can make an exceptional contribution to memory for specific details, compared to other types of judgements.
Although we postulate that the difference across the experiments in the extent of selfreferencing benefit to specific memory is due to the nature of the operations required for internal source judgements (Experiments 2 and 3), other factors may contribute. The difference in the findings across the studies could reflect the limited time available for encoding details. Pictures were presented for only 500 ms which, although it supported relatively robust levels of memory performance and is consistent with some prior studies (e.g., Kensinger et al., 2006) , the duration is much shorter than the 4000 ms presentation time employed in Experiments 2 and 3. The brief encoding interval may have limited participants' ability to benefit from the encoding strategy in order to encode additional perceptual details. The relatively modest differences in the level of performance on general vs specific memory provide support for this idea. It is also possible that performance is close to ceiling in Experiment 1, limiting our ability to detect interactions across general and specific memory. We suspect this is not the case because no participant achieved perfect recognition scores across all conditions. Furthermore, older adults, who tend to exhibit poorer memory performance, do not exhibit differential self-reference benefits across general and specific memory (Hamami et al., 2011) .
Another inconsistency across the studies is in the benefits of referencing a close other. While much of the literature reports a benefit for referencing the self over referencing a close, intimate other (e.g., Heatherton et al., 2006; Klein, Burton, & Loftus, 1989; Lord, 1980) , as we found in Experiment 3 there is some precedent for our Experiment 1 finding of similar benefits across these two conditions (see Bower & Gilligan, 1979; Symons & Johnson, 1997) . Evidence suggests that the cognitive processes underlying self-referencing and other-referencing differ , while other research indicates that close others are integrated into the self-concept (Aron, Aron, Tudor, & Nelson, 1991) . It is possible, however, that the potentially high ecological validity of our shopping task in which people made purchase decisions could minimise the distinction between self and close others. People have extensive experience shopping for intimate others, including the mother, and could sometimes even use the self as a proxy (e.g., I hate this shirt! So then would my mother.). In contrast, making trait judgements about the self vs other may invoke highly distinct processes, which would explain the differential benefits of referencing the self vs a close other in Experiment 3.
In conclusion, the findings of our study offer an important contribution to the self-referencing literature. Self-referencing not only enhances item memory that supports old/new decisions, but also enhances memory for perceptual details and mental operations contributing to memory for the source of information. Under some conditions, self-referencing may allow for encoding of even more specific details of memories than other encoding conditions, shown here for memories for the perceptual details of pictures of objects and source memory for judgements made about adjectives. Thus self-referencing may be a particularly influential strategy in helping individuals to form richly detailed and accurate memories. 
